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special promotions - play a few tables of blackjack and you may qualify for a special promotion. these are special games with a fixed value that offer the best odds. the promotions vary by day or time. some are game specific, offering only blackjack or roulette. the game-specific promos may offer bonuses with the game specified, while others give the top record in the
segment. other events include free chips, buy-in reductions, daily payouts and more. visit the promotions section to know more about the daily and weekly promotions offered on the platform. mobile gaming - in addition to the desktop versions of the site, they also offer mobile casino versions. you can gamble on the go with the mobile platform. the live dealer games

are available on smartphones as well as tablets. if you own an apple device, you may have access to the casino through the app store. play with your android device, or enjoy the free games on the website. gambling news - the company has a gambling news section which gives an insight into the industry. the staff writes short articles on various topics. they also
feature news and gaming highlights. the news section is updated with a daily basis, but the gambling news section also keeps the site up to date. poker - the platform has a section called poker. the following games are available on the site: high-low, five card, hold’em, seven card stud, and omaha hi-lo. there are more tournaments available, and you can find all the

winners if you wish to. the platform is the only one to use a multi knockdown system. this is an exciting feature that has not been available in the local poker scene. alongside the live and virtual games, the mobile version also has a section for poker.
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